Supply List - Patti Flower for Innovative Applique
Pattern: Patti Flower from Plant Your Own Garden by Rebecca L Campbell
Option 1: Plant Your own Garden a pattern of 12 applique flowers, quilt construction and
Innovative Applique directions. This pattern will be available for purchase during class.
Option 2: Visit http://www.sewforever.com or Craftsy.com and buy the PDF for Patti Flower
for $5.00.
Please prewash fabrics...
Background material: approximately 16” x 18” piece of fabric
Flower material: 7 colors for flower, parts, only need to be 3” x 5”, 1-3 colors for leaves,
pieces need to be 7” x 6”. Those measurements are just to give you an idea of how much fabric
you will need. Pull some fabrics in colors you like and we will make them work.
Thread: colors that match the fabric you are using for the flower and leaves.
Batting: 8” x 11” piece of low loft dense batting. This will be used for the trapunto without
stuffing.
Roxanne's Glue Baste-It: Please purchase this specific brand in the accordion shape bottle
because it is easier to apply and does not clog up. Don't stress about finding it. I will have a
supply you can purchase during class.
Clover seam ripper: the one with the fat white handle, or a turning tool of your choice.
Needle of your choice: Quilting Between size 12 works well for me. Feel free to use what you
are comfortable with.
Thimble of your choice: Thimblepad Leather works great, little round leather dots that stick
on your finger.
Rotary Cutting mat: 6: x 8” is perfect, or the smallest cutting mat you have.
Kit fee of $5.00 covers the following items which will be provided in class:
The pattern copied to a C Jenkins freezer paper sheet which will be used for the templates.
The pattern copied to Perfect Piecing by June Tailor which will be used as a placement guide.
The pattern copied to Print-n-Fuse which will be used to create the trapuntp.

